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For fixed k > 2 we tighten the time hierarchy for k-tape Turing machines. Also for 
fixed k > 2 we exhibit infinite hierarchies of languages recognizable by k-tape machines 
with machines with increasing amount of time on the same amount of space. 
1. A basic question in computational clmplexity is how much the bound of a 
complexity class has to be increased in order to allow new functions to be computed. 
For space bounded classes as well as for time bounded random access machines the 
matter is settled: the slightest increase in asymptotic growth creates (for well behaved 
classes) a new complexity class [ 1, 71. 
For time bounded Turing machines the known bounds are not as tight. Let DTIME,(t) 
be the set of languages recognizable by deterministic t(n)-time bounded k-tape Turing 
machines (A machine is called t(n)-time bounded if started with inputs of length n it 
halts after at most t(n) steps). Let DTIME(t) = uk DTIME,(t). 
If t, is well behaved and (ti(n) log ti(n))/ta(n) tends to zero as n increases, then 
DTIME(t,) g DTIME(t,) [2].l F or not too big functions t this can be improved by 
padding arguments [5]. 
2. For fixed k > 2 the time hierarchy for k-tape Turing machines can be tightened 
considerably. 
We call a function t(n) time constructible if there is some t(n)-time bounded 2-tape 
Turing machine which given a string of n ones produces the binary representation 
of t(n). 
We denote by logi the i-fold iterution of the logarithm, i.e. logo(n) = n, log”+.‘(n) = 
log(logi(n)). This should not be confused with (log(n))i. Let 
k-times > .i 
’ j. 
Thus log* n is the smallest k such that log” n does not exceed 1. 
* A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 9th ACM Theory of Computing 
Conference. 
r All logarithms are to the base 2. 
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THEOREM 1. 1jk > 2, t, is time constructible on K-tapes and lim infn+m tl(n) log* tI(n)/ 
tz(n) = 0, then DTIME,(t,(n))\DTIME&(n)) # o. 
Proof. Let U be a K-tape machine which given an input u # v, u, v E (0, l}*, interprets 
u as letter by letter encoding of the table of some k-tape machine M, and which simulates 
what iVu does when started with input u # a. It is easy to construct U such that the 
following holds: if il4, started with input u # v makes t steps, then U started with input 
u # v makes at most c,, 1 u I2 t steps for some fixed constant c, (I u 1 is the length of u), 
by always keeping the description u close to the head of one of the tapes. 
Using the machine U, we construct a t,(n)-time bounded k-tape machine D which 
diagonalizes over all tl(n) time-bounded k-tape machines. 
Given any input w, D tests if w = u # v for some u, v E (0, l>* and rejects w other- 
wise. This can clearly be done in time O(n), where n = 1 w I. Then D generates the 
binary encoding of t2(n) and from this log* t2(n) as well as t,(n) = [t2(n)/log* t2(n)l. 
As t, is time constructible on K-tapes, all this is possible in time O(t,(n)). 
Now D acts like U on the input; however after every single step of U, a binary counter, 
which is originally equal to t,(n) is decreased by one; we will say in a moment how to 
do this in time O(t,(n)). Wh en the counter is zero or if the simulation of Mu started 
with input w is completed, D stops acting like U. If the simulation is completed, D 
accepts w iff Mu rejects w. It does not matter what D does otherwise. 
Clearly L(D), the language accepted by D is not in DTIME,(t,(n)). For assume to 
the contrary that L(D) is accepted by a t,(n)-time bounded machine MT. Choose m 
such that tz(m) 2 co 1 r I2 tl(m) log* tz(m). 
This is always possible: the case t2(n) > (tl(n))2 f or infinitely many n can be easily 
disposed of by making use of the fact: Pi2 3 c,, I Y I2 log* t for almost all t. Otherwise 
log* t&) < log* ti(n) + O(l), thus ti(m) log* tz(m) < t,(m)(log* t&n) + O(l)) < 
(l/c,, I Y 1”) tz(m) for infinitely many m by hypothesis. Choose any word w = r # v 
of total length m. Then D can complete the simulation of MT started on w and do the 
opposite. 
So far we have just repeated standard arguments; it remains to show how to run 
the machine U for exactly t,(n) steps in time O(t,(n)). 
For simplicity in the following description we write x for t,(n). Because no extra 
tape can be used for a counter, the counter is organized on an extra track of tape 1. 
At any time while D is simulating U, the counter has to be kept close to the tape square, 
which corresponds to the position of head 1 of U. Call this square the center. 
Because moving around the whole counter with the center would cost time O(log X) 
per move of U, the whole counter z E (0, l>* is divided into s segments z = z1 ... z, , 
where for all i: 
I zi 1 = [logi ~1 - [logi+l xl for i < s, 1 z, 1 = [logs xl and s = min(i I [logi xl < 25). 
Thus s < log* X. 
Initially z is set to x and the segments zi ,..., z, are set up such that for all i the right 
end of zi is 3[logi ~1 squares to the left of the initial center. The left end of z, is tagged 
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with a special sign 4, which indicates the left end of all counters. All this can be done 
in time O(log x). 
Now for all t, after simulation of step t of U the whole counter is decreased by one. 
This is done in the following way: Let i = max{j 1 xi # 0 ... O}. Then the counters 
si+1 ,.*., x, are reset to 1 ..* 1 and zi is decreased by one. If hereby xi becomes 0 ... 0 
and zi is tagged with the g-sign, zi is erased and zi+i is tagged with 4. Furthermore 
the counters zi ,.,., Z, are moved such that for all j E {i,..., s} the right end of xI is 
3rlogj ts(n)] squares to the left of the center. a, is moved first, then a,_r ... until zi . 
Let us call the simulation of each step of U a 6ig step and the above adjustment and 
movement of segments an i-operation. Observe, that an i-operation occurs exactly every 
2i”t +1 ‘..zrl < 2l+loz’+*~ < 2 logi x big steps. 
In order to show that the counter segments never overlap we show for arbitrary i 
by induction on t that zi and .ai+r do not overlap until step t. For t = 0 there is nothing 
to show. 
Induction step. Let t’ be the last big step before t when zi was moved, if “ni was 
ever moved; t’ = 0 otherwise. Then t - t’ < 2 logi x. Denote by d(i, r) the distance 
of the right end of zi from the center after big step Y. By construction of the counting 
routine: d(i, t’) = 3[logi x]. During big steps t’ + l,..., t the center has moved at most 
t - t’ squares towards xi . After zi+r is moved in big step t, d(i $- I, t) 7:: 3flogi+i x]. 
Thus the distance between the left end of zi+i and the right end of zi is at least: 
d(i, t’) - (1 - t’) - d(i + 1, t) - 1 zi+l / > 3[logi x] - 2 logi X - 3r1ogi+i .X1 - [logi-~’ X] 
> logi X - 4 logi+’ x - 4. 
By construction of s: logi x > 25. The functionf(y) = y - 4 logy - 4 is monoton- 
ically growing in the interval [25, co), thus min(f(y) 1 y > 25) = f(25) > 1 because 
log 25 < 5. 
Because 1 Z, I < [logi x] an i-operation can be performed in time O(logi X) with 
the help of a second tape (which we have because k 3 2). 
Finally an i-operation occurs every 2 rlos”% >, logi .2: steps. Thus the whole overhead 
for the counting is bounded by 
s 
El i-& O(logix) = 0(X logix) 
because s < log* x. 
3. Next we exhibit an infinite upward hierarchy of languages recognizable by 
k-tape machines with increasing amount of time on the same amount of space. Let 
C,(s, t) denote the set of languages recognizable by deterministic k-tape Turing machines 
which are simultaneously s(n)-space bounded and t(n)-time bounded. 
We first prove a technical result: 
THEOREM 2. Let b(n) >, t(n)lj2 and suppose there is a simultaneously t(n)-time bounded 
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and t(n)/log(t(n)/b(n))-tape bounded k-tape Turing machine which giwen an input of n 
ones produces the binary representations of b(n) and t(n), then 
DTIME,(t(n)) C C,(t(n)/log(t(n)/b(n)), t(n) 2t(n)‘b(n9. 
The proof is a generalized and cleaned up version of the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] 
(which corresponds to b(n) = (t(n))2’3). It uses as a tool the pebble game which is played 
by placing pebbles on the nodes or removing pebbles from the nodes of directed acyclic 
graphs (dags) according to the following rules: 
(i) if all direct predecessors of a node i have pebbles, a pebble can be placed on i. 
(ii) Any pebble can be removed at any time. 
LEMMA 1. There is an algorithm (called best pebble) which given a dug G with m 
nodes prints out a sequence of moves p1 ..* pLT of the pebble game played on G such that 
the following holds: 
(i) If p1 **. pLT is executed on G then every node has a pebble at least once and at 
most cm/log m pebbles are ever simultaneously on the graph, where c depends only on the 
indegree of G. 
(ii) T < 2”. 
(iii) The best pebble algorithm uses time p(m)T where p is some polynomial and space 
dm(log ml2 where d depends only on the indegree of G. 
The proof of(i) is given in [4], (ii) and (“‘) f 11 m o ow easily from the proof for (i) in [4]. 1 
Let t(n) and b(n) be as in the hypothesis of the theorem and let M be a t(n)-time 
bounded K-tape Turing machine. Let w be an input for M and let / w [ = n. Consider 
the computation of M given w. Divide the tapes of M in blocks of 2b(n) tape squares 
each. Divide the time M spends into time intervals according to the following rules: 
Time interval 0 ends and time interval 1 begins with the first step of the computation. 
All blocks are active in time interval 0. For i > 0 a block is active in time interval i 
if this block or one of the two adjacent blocks is visited by a head in the first step of time 
interval i. For i > 0 time interval i ends and time interval i + 1 begins when some 
head visits some block which is not active in time interval i. 
Any time interval has at least 26(n) and at most t(n) steps. Thus if 7 is the number 
of time intervals then T < t(n)/2b(n). 
The computation graph G(w) of M given w is a graph with vertices {O,..., r}; there 
is an edge from i to J’ iff there is some block active in time intervals i and j but not in 
any intervening time interval. G2(w) denotes the subgraph of G(w) which is spanned 
by the nodes O,..., 1. 
G(w) is a dag with indegree at most 3k and there is always an edge from i to i + 1. 
The result res(i) of time interval i consists of the inscriptions of the blocks which 
are active in time interval i, the head positions and the state of M at the end of time 
interval i. res(0) is easily derivable from the input. For i > 0 res(i) can be computed 
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from {res(j) / there is an edge from j to i in G(w)} in O(t(n)) steps by direct simulation 
of M. In order to determine if M accepts w it suffices to compute res(7). 
We describe a K-tape Turing machine Q which simulates M. Q executes the following 
algorithm: 
(1) Given input w with i w / = n compute the binary representations of t(n), 
b(n) and t(n)/b(n). 
(2) Construct G(Pu) by constructing successively Gi(w), G*(w),..., G,(w). G,(w) is 
just an edge from 0 to I. 
Construction of G,,, from G, . Run the best pebble algorithm from Lemma 1 
for G,,L . For x = I,..., T do the following: if move pz places a pebble on node i :P 0 
compute res(i) from {res(j) 1 there is an edge from j to i in G, , j # 0) and the input; 
if move 11% removes a pebble from node i erase res(i). G,+i can easily be constructed 
from G, and res(m). 
As M is t(n) time bounded the outcome of the computation of M given w is detected 
during the computation of some res(r) where 7 < t(n)/2b(n). 
Space analysis. By hypothesis b(n) can be computed in time O(t(n)) on space 
t(n)/log(t(n)/b(n)). For each graph G,,, the best pebble algorithm uses space 
O(m(log VZ)~) = O(t(n)(log t(n))2/b(n)) = O((t(n))1/2(log t(n))“). At most O(m/log m) = 
O(4log 7) = O(N/(b(n) log(~(++4))) pebbl es are ever simultaneously on any graph 
G, . Each pebble reguires storing a result of length O@(n)). This gives the space bound. 
Time analysis. For 1 < m < 7 < t(n)/2b(n) the best pebble algorithm is run. 
Finding all moves takes time p(m) 2”. Each of the at most 2” moves requires the simula- 
tion of a time interval or erasing a result; both can be done in time O(t(n)). Thus one 
finds the time bound 
r-1 
C ((P(m) + W4NW 
= O(t(n) + p(t(n)/2b(n)))(t(n)i26(n))2t’“‘/2b’”’ 
= 0(+)2t(n)lb(Ta)). 
COROLLARY 1. Let t(n) = t,,(n) be time constructible and K > 2. Let 
.2log*t(n) 
ti(n) = t(n)2*’ I 3i-times 
Then for all i 
Proof. 
C&(n), t&N C DTIMWM) 
2 DTIMW&Mog* t&N2> 
202 
by Theorem 1 
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C DTIME, 
I 
t(n)2.’ 
e210g*t’“‘j (3i + I)-times 
by Theorem 2 with 
.2log*t(n) 
b(n) = t(n)/2*’ I 
(3i + 2)-times. , 
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